In the paper, an improved algorithm is presented for Delaunay triangulation of the point-set in the plain. Based on the original algorithm, we propose the notion of removing circle. During the process of triangulation, and the circle dynamically moves, the algorithm which is simple and practical, therefore evidently accelerates the process of searching a new point, while generating a new triangle. Then it shows the effect of the algorithm in the finite element mesh.
Introduction
Triangulation is an important task to geometric geophysical processes. It is widely used, such as in digital terrain model (DEM), image processing, etc. It compared with other types of polygon, there are many characteristics and advantages, for example it can be used to close to the fitting complex boundary better, generate the finite element mesh and be used in computer graphics processing and pattern recognition. In 3D virtual modeling surface description and many other fields [1] [2] [3] , there are algorithms of triangulation. Therefore, in order to solve the problems, people develop many algorithms. Among them, the algorithm of Delaunay triangulation is the most famous, but also commonly used methods in triangulations [4] [5] [6] [7] . 1) If in the 2D plane geophysical processes all bounded areas are triangle, this plane split will be called triangulation. And the finite-set M is a triangulation with the maximum number of plan edges.
Definitions and Conceptions
2) Set the point X in the plane, the area
is called polygon Voronoi [8, 9] .
Set the distance d(x,p i ) between point x to point p i in the point-set P that contains many different points in n-dimensional R n Euclidean space. A convex hull called n-dimensional simplex is consisted of (n + 1) vertexes in an R n− dimensional space. It is shown in Figure 1 , two dimensional simplex as triangle, 3D simplex for tetrahedron [2] .
In the two dimensional space, the neighborhood V1V2V3V4V5 of the point p in Figure 2(a) is the part of the gray area whose boundary is a convex polygon called polygon Voronoi of the point p and is consisted of perpendicular bisectors of the point p in connection with the adjacent nodes. And the polygon Voronoi contains only one node. A graph of Doronoi constitutes the polygons of all points in the point set. And it is shown in Figure 2(b) . After the graph Voronoi is made, we will do its dual graphs, that is, the perpendicular bisectors of each edge Voronoi going through the two points in the point set. Normally, a vertex of a graph of Voronoi belongs to three polygons of Voronoi, while there is only one node in each polygon Voronoi. The set of triangles is Delaunay triangle mesh dissection which is called Delaunay triangulation. A Delaunay triangulation and its dual graphs is shown in Figure 2 (c).
Some Basic Properties of the Delaunay Triangulation
Setting a point set P that contains n discrete points in the two-dimensional domain, there are several ways to achieve dissection of the point set P. Criterion for empty circumscribed circle: for the given point set P in 2D Euclidean space P, there is no dissecttion point in the circumscribed circles of any two-dimensional simplex within D(P). The whole area is completely covered with all non-overlapping Delaunay traingles.
Criterion for partial restriction: it is specifically shown that Delaunay triangulations will be regained only through partial modification after adding, removing or moving a vertex in existing D(P). The set consisting of all triangles you need to modify is called domain of influence. It can be proved that each vertex within domain of influence is visible for the point added or deleted, thus domain of influence is partially limited.
Criterion for the largest minimum angle: it is proved by Russian mathematician Delaunay in 1934: there must be only one algorithm of triangulation, making the sum of the minimum angles inside a triangle the largest. Delaunay triangulation can avoid the triangles that do not meet the criteria, and this is finite element mesh generation needs.
In 1977, Sibson [5] proved, it is equivalent for the point-set in the plane to be associated with the criterion for Voronoi neighborhood, the criterion for empty circumscribed circle and the criterion for the largest minimum angle, and there is only one so-called Delaunay triangulation which meets these three criteria. Specifically speaking, as for a given point set P in the plane, each of triangulations T(P) always contains a triangle whose inner angle is the smallest, yet the smallest angle is the largest one among the minimum angles. It is because of the property that Delaunay triangulation is always possible avoiding the emergence of a "long and thin" triangle and automatically closes to an equilateral triangle. It should be noted that the characteristics of Delaunay triangulation apply only to a point-set. Delaunay triangulations of 3D and more dimensions don't have the corresponding character. Apparently, this is a specific property of the set of two-dimensional Delaunay traingulation of points different from the more-dimensional point set [4] [5] [6] [7] .
The Description of Algorithm
The basic idea of the paper based on two-dimensional Delaunay triangulations of a point-set in the plane is: first a triangular that meets the conditions is generated, then a new triangle should be generated based on each edge of the triangle which go to match the proper point in different directions, finally, a network of triangulation will be created by growing around based on the new triangle and all points covered with the plane, and the network meets the requirements.
The algorithm lies in the growth of each new triangle. And the key to the growth of a triangle is the extension of each edge, in other word, a qualified point might be found in two-dimensional point-set to form a new traingle. The extended side should meet the following four conditions: 1) the qualified point is not on the extending side or its extension line (namely, they are not collinear); 2) the qualified point and the third point of the triangle must stay separately at both sides of the extending edge; 3) each edge of a triangle is used twice at most; 4) a angle formed by connecting the qualified point and two vertexes of the extended side should be as large as possible [6] .
The basic procedure of triangulation algorithm in the two-dimensional point set is as follows:
Input: in the plane, setting a point Set M that contains n points with coordinates (xi, yi), i = 1, ···, n.
Output: in the plane, the List N of triangulation with n points.
First, Input: the vertices p1, p2, p3 (not in a straight line) of the triangle to be extended, edge p1p2 to be extended;
Second, Compare the frequency Count of utilization of the edge p1p2 with two: the count = two, then return to the First to find other extending edge; if the count < two, to continue; Third, Search the qualified points in the point set M, and take them out from the set successively;
In the implementation of the Third, it will have the following several situations: 1) judge whether the point P and the extending edge p1p2 is collinear, if so, then turn the Third, otherwise continue; 2) judge whether the point   p x, y and the point p3 located separately at both sides of Segment
  p2 x2, y2 , the result of judgment depends on whether the values of the two thirdorder determinants is the same plus-minus sign, if it is positive, it means that the point P and the point p3 stay at the same side of Segment p1p2, then turn the Third, otherwise continue; 3) examine whether point p1, point p2 and point P locate the same segment, if so, when the frequency Count of utilization of a edge is two, to it turns the Third, if the count < two, to continue; Fourth, Calculate the degree of the angle of p1p with pp2 and p1p with p p2  , the point p is the last found point. If the degree of a new angle is lower than that of the angle with the last-found point, the value of the point P will be written down and update in the List M, then continue; otherwise returns the Third; Fifth, since the point P is what the algorithm requires, the triangle with the three vertexes p1, p2 and P is put into the List N of triangulation.
Sixth, Update the record of the list with p1, p2 and P separately, and delete all the points with the frequency of use of edges equivalent to 2, return the Third, and find n qualified points in the point-set, at the last output and terminate. The flow chart of algorithm is shown in Figure 3 .
It can be found from the experiments: 1) In fact, all the triangles except the first triangle grow from one edge of a triangle.
2) Actually, in the growth of two dimensional triangulation, (that is, to be extended later in the diameter of the circle edge points) it is impossible for some points to participate in the generation of new triangle, so their judgments should be cancelled. In the original algorithm, the search time of the third point is basically proportional to the total number of points when the edge is being extended, after removing these points that are not associated with the generation of a triangle, during the generation, the range of the search will dynamically lower in the two-dimensional point-set and the search time will be greatly shortened. It is found easily that the more points, the more obvious the effect. And it will be verified in the later experiment.
Improvement of Triangulations Algorithm
During the extension of the triangle, searching the third point is the criterion for judging the size of angle, but in most cases, distance also has a great influence on its. Specifically, under the condition of an equal angle, it is usually found that it is the third point that a point is closer to the edge, not far away from the edge. And this is not mentioned in the original algorithm. In this case, a new kind way is put forward in this paper: choose an edge of an original triangle as extending edge, then a article whose diameter is the length of the edge is made. Search the point on the circle and write them down [10] [11] [12] . And compare distances between these points and the diameter, keep the point that is closer to the edge and form a new triangle with the diameter. Finally, a network will be created by expanding around based on the new triangles and all points covered with the plane, and meet the requirements of triangulation. Improvement of triangulartion algorithm in the original algorithm is as follows: During the Third in the original algorithm, add a circle with the diameter equivalent to the length of an extending edge, it is shown in Figure 4 . And choose the point closest to extending edge on the circle, to delete some
Choose the qualified points in the point set (locate the circle whose diameter is the length of the extending side)
Choose the points closest to the extending side on the circle 
Methods of triangulation
The number of triangle (k) points. This optimizes the original algorithm and accelerates the speed of the algorithm.
The experimental results show that compared with the original algorithm, the speed of improved algorithm increases slowly, shown in list 1, but the quality (accuracy) of triangulation gets obvious improvement, the experimental results shown as Figure 5 . The quality of triangulation is the most importantly valued, and this is consistent with the ideas of the algorithm. Because of simple structure, practical applicability and universality of algorithm of and it can meet what the practical engineering needs.
